and will richly reward something more than a hasty perusal?the usual fate of valedictories. The most careless reader cannot fail to be roused by its eloquence; while to the heart of the thoughtful, and the high minded it will speak cheering and encouraging words in their efforts to raise our art above the degrading influences of ignorance, unskillfulness and quackery.
Experimental Physiology.?It is with great satisfaction that we announce to our readers the establishment of a professorship of this important branch of medical science in the University of Maryland. So much attention has been recently bestowed upon this subject in Europe, that it is inexcusable in us to neglect it. The advantages of such a course, and the general appreciation of its merits by students of medicine in America, have been sufficiently established by the success of M. Brown Sequard, of Paris, in the northern cities of our Union. We have no doubt that the students of our own city will show the same interest in this eminently useful study.
We consider the University extremely fortunate in securing the service of a gentleman so eminently qualified for the post as Dr. Christopher Johnston. In addition to excellent natural abilities, he has enjoyed peculiar advantages for the prosecution of these studies, and has availed himself of them with the most praiseworthy industry. A considerable time spent with the most distinguished physiologists of Europe, and an untiring study of the phenomena of nature at home, have fully qualified him for the duties of the responsible position to which he has been called.
Illustrations of Crystalline Gold.?We had the pleasure of listening to some remarks from Dr. Dwinelle on the subject of crystalline gold, delivered before a few of the dentists of Baltimore, during his recent visit to our city.
He gave a history of the gradual progress of discovery in the preparation of this^important article and described the instruments necessary to be used and the manner of employing them.
His remarks gave great satisfaction to the gentlemen present, who went away with a higher opinion and a better understanding of the crystalline gold than they had previously had. At the time Watts obtained his patent he had covered generally the whole ground of his discovery, and found himself capable of producing at will more than an hundred varieties, each product being as fixed and definite in its character as the combinations which produced it.
The article produced by precipitating a solution of gold by protosulphate of iron did not originate with Dr. Taft, nor can it be made of practical value to the profession.
Dr. Leslie takes issue with me when I assert, that "gold cannot always be made chemically pure by quartation, for the reason that gold often contains foreign metals not acted upon by acids." The word acid was misprinted "acids j" this explanation, taken in connection with the term "quartation," will be sufficient, I think, to show that I referred to the familiar and usual process of purifying gold by nitric acid. I think my friend, the Dr., will know how to make due allowance for typographical errors, if I may judge from the large number which have crept into his article. There are several other and superior methods of purifying gold than by "cupellation" or "cementation." The article explaining the method to which I particularly referred shall be forthcoming.
Quartation He warns us against making plugs too hard for the reason that they cannot be permeated by the fluids of the mouth! he objects to crystal gold plugs because they are so hard, that dampness cannot permeate them! indeed the . doctor occupies all sides of the question. In one place he tells us that crystal gold "can be applied in some cases very well"?in another, he does not think a permanent filling can ever be made with it. He objects to the hardness of crystal gold fillings, and then complains of their softness. He assures us that "dampness of the mouth on the tooth will break up the texture of the plug, and cause it to crumble out" and then again if dampness does permeate a plug, "the dampness will force around the plug and displace it sooner or later." ! If this is reasoning, it is certainly reasoning in a circle.
The doctor says, "no reasonably good operator loses a plug by softening, but by the margins of his cavity giving way." It seems to me that this very softening of the gold is the reason why the margins do give way; of course the acrid fluids which they absorb and retain cannot act upon the gold?the dentine and enamel are their natural prey. Any foil or other filling that is permeated by the fluids of the mouth fails to answer the purpose for which it is designed; it becomes an offensive receptacle of vicious and acrid secretions, which being then retained as within a sponge, insidiously and most rapidly result in the sure destruction of the tooth.
W. H. Dwinelle.
